
Instant Boiling, Chilled and Sparkling 
Filtered Drinking Water Systems



SPACE ENERGY TIME
Billi systems are some of 
the smallest under-counter 
units on the market, making 
them easy to install in any 
workspace and without 
any grills (boiling & chilled 
systems). 

Billi’s patented heat-exchange 
technology recovers and 
harvests energy to preheat 
the boiling water, thereby 
saving up to 40.2% electrical 
energy.

Greatest immediate dispense 
capacity at 98.5°C from 20 
cups to 100 cups, eliminating 
queues and waiting at high 
demand times. 

BOILING, CHILLED AND SPARKLING FILTERED WATER
The Billi systems are the ultimate drinking water 
appliances available in different combinations including  
boiling, chilled, ambient and sparkling filtered water 
instantly. 

Depending on the model, the chilled water temperature 
can be adjusted between 2°C and 15°C. The boiling 
side is also adjustable but it is set at 98.5°C, the perfect 
temperature for brewing tea. 

With adjustable controls up to 5 bar of CO2 pressure, 
this offers one of the world’s best sparkling water 
systems.

LONDON SHOWROOM
Our state-of-the-art Showroom is a great place to 
see the Billi Taps in action. You can come along to 
choose your favourite combination of colours and 
finishes.

If you have any upcoming meetings, we can provide 
you with a location and catering. Alternatively, we 
can bring samples to you across the UK and offer 
our expertise when and where needed.  

For more information, please visit 
billi-uk.com/showroom.



Levered dispenser option
The levered dispenser is streamlined and 
elegant. It is simply operated with position-
sensitive levers.

Touch dispenser option
The touch dispenser is an innovative, contemporary 
tap, with no levers to interfere with the clean, 
sophisticated style. It has an operation panel on 
the top of the tap.

Remote dispenser option
The remote option is another version of the lever 
free tap; however the operation panel is located 
away from the tap. This can be installed in your 
desired position to meet design requirements.

SUPPORT AND AFTERCARE 
Billi systems require regular servicing. There is a range 
of service and maintenance packages available which 
can be arranged either through Billi Client Care Team  or 
Billi-approved suppliers. 

Each Billi system has 24 months part and labour 
warranty. This excludes routine servicing. To disucss 
your requirements for servicing and maintenance, 
please contact your preferred supplier directly. 

For more information including our SLAs, please visit 
billi-uk.com/aftercare.

TAP RANGE

Small under counter units with a wide range of capacities available. No need to waste energy 
with a larger unit than required - from 20 to 100 users per machine. No ventilation is required for 
boiling and chilled as units run efficiently at low temperatures. All units fit within a 600mm base 
unit so valuable space is not wasted.

UNDER-COUNTER SYSTEMS



The world’s first under counter boiling and chilled water system was launched by Billi
in the early 1990s. It was instantly recognised as a premium product because of its high 
functionality, energy efficiency and space-saving design. From that first product, our range has 
grown to serve the smallest kitchen or work environment, up to the largest buildings with the 
highest demand.

Today, we continue to innovate. Our designs keep pace with modern building techniques, 
contemporary interior concepts and changing lifestyle choices. And importantly, all our products 
continue to incorporate improved eco-technology features.

Welcome to Billi, the number one refreshment solution in the UK.
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As Billi (UK) LLP has a policy of continual 
improvement, all details are subject to change 
without notice. All goods are sold subject to our 
published terms and conditions.
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